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Keep Up
With Weather
Conditions
We have a wide selection of electronic thermometers and

other weather devices to help you stay on top of the latest

changes in the weather.

Desk or wall mount

Indoor/outdoor
thermometer with
weather forecaster
It's like having your own personal meteo-
rologist! Unique thermometer actually
forecasts the weather for the next 12 hours
with 70% accuracy (based on temperature
and barometric pressure -eadings). Dual
display shows indoor and outdoor temper-
ature simultaneously. Helps you plan out-
door activities or know how to dress the

kids for school. Four easy -to -read symbols tell the
forecast: sunny, partly sunny, cloudy, or rainy. Outdoor
temperature sensor wire is 9'12 -feet long. Choose
Celsius or Fahrenheit readout. Measures indoor
temperatures from +32° to +122°F and outdoor

temperatures from -58° to +158°F. Put anywhere-set on a flat surface or mount on a wall. Requires 4 "MA"
batteries. (TSP) 63-1025 49.99

6 -in -1 weather station lets you
measure weather conditions
Great fun for students or anyone interested in the
weather-and educational. Instruments for measur-
ing wind speed, wind direction, air temperature, wind
chill, relative humidity and rainfall. Includes refer-
ences and charts to help you understand the weather
and weather forecasting. Includes mounting hardware
so you can easily and securely place the weather sta-
tion where you want it.
63-868 14.99

Desk or wall mourt

On Dual -display thermometer
shows indoor/outdoor readings
One quick glance at this thermometer shows you the
inside temperature and the outside temperature.
Know how to dress the kids or when to bring in pets
or plants. Features a wide temperature range of +32°
to +122°F inside and -58° to +158°F outside. Choose
Celsius or Fahrenheit readings. Memory stores high
and low temps since last reset. Set on counter or
mount on wall. Requires "AA" battery.
63-1021 21.99
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Front panel covers controls

=Talking thermometer with
clock tells you the indoor and
outdoor temperatures
Thermometer and clock in one! An easy -to -understand
human voice reports the temperature when you want
it-by pressing a button, on the hour, or at a set
alarm time. Also sounds high and low temperature
alerts to warn you of extreme conditions. Large dis-
play can be set to show indoor and outdoor tempera-
tures, indoor temperature and time, or outdoor
temperature and time. Display and voice can also re-
port each day's high and low temperatures and the
high and low temperatures since last reset. Switch -
able between Celsius and Fahrenheit. Requires 2
"AM" batteries. 63-1012 24.99

Quick and easy mounting

Car/RV thermometer shows
inside or outside temperature
Know the temperature while traveling. Change from
inside to outside reading at the touch of a button.
Choose C° or F° readout. Backlight for reading in
dim light. Includes battery. 63-1019 15.99

Don't forget the battenes! We long-lasting RadoShack alkaline b --- See page 289


